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ABSTRACT
With ever larger amounts of power being required by present day
active sonars, studies are being made towards improving the efficiency
of the power train. A gain in efficiency is possible if non-linear
switching type amplifiers are used in lieu of the linear amplifiers
presently used. Due to its high switching efficiency, fast switching^
and ability to be turned on or off by gate signals, the Gate Turn-off
Controlled Rectifier was investigated for possible application in an
amplifier circuit.
The circuit examined readily met the required criteria, however,
the real value of this study lies in the method of predicting transient
performance. Use of the derived equivalent circuit, and an analog
computer model based on transfer functions (E /E and i /E), provide
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THE GATE TURN-OFF CONTROLLED RECTIFIER
1.1 Introduction.
The Gate Turn-off Controlled Rectifier, GTCR, is a three terminal,
p-n-p-n silicon structure very similar to the Silicon Controlled Rectifier
s
SCR. It differs from the SCR in that conduction through the device can be
stopped by the application of negative pulses to the gate terminal.
The GTCR enjoys the following advantages which the SCR has over other
switching devices: FlJ
a. A high switching efficiency.
b. High surge current ratings.
c. Large power gain,
d* Pulse turn on.
e. Extremely fast switching times.
The SCR's were found to be limited in switching capabilities, since
the turn-off required either a drop in current below the rated holding
current, or the application of a voltage of opposite polarity across the
device, so that the operating point is moved into the blocking state.
The typical operating characteristic of both devices is shown in
Figure 1-1. Note that by applying the gate current, the Forward Break-





In examining the turn-on criterion of the p-n-p-n device we will
employ the widely used two transistor analog. Q3j Figures I-2A and
I-2B show how we can pictorially represent our analog.










where J,, J_ and J. are the junctions12 3
represents electron current
represents hole current



















We can define the DC alphas in the usual manner as the ratio of
collector current resulting from the emitter current, to the emitter
current. Thus in general the total current collected will be:
Xc = <=><Xe: -+ Xco
where I is the amount of thermally generated current collected,
co
The small signal o. s can then be defined as:




From Figure I-2A we see that if I. = I +1 the current through Junction
k a g °










where C = the capacitance of J.
dt <-
la = °<nT<x t <*pX t -»- Xco + X^is
Xk. = la + Io
•
»
la = ^pIq ± Tr7 + TAi*
Before discussing the results of this expression let us examine
Figure 1-3 which shows the general relationship between emitter current








We can see that the small signal o(s increase monotonically with
emitter current. We desire now an expression for ,A ~)~r> to see what the
small signal requirements are for /\ ~Jj\ ^.^ which is the criteria for
switching on.
Ala ^qq implies that I may —->-o without affecting I . To get
the desired relationship, differentiate (1) with respect to I .
o
(3) dTtt — (Xn dXct + Ta dcxN 4 «pdL + T k A<x?dXq dlq dla dS d Ta9 OJ-9 a -^ Q H
but as previously shown
doty
— °<np — <*>
dla Xcx la.
d Ik I*. Ik
Where cx.^ and ^p* are the small signal alphas.
We can furthermore simplify to get:
d<?U — c)oU • dXfi. —: Q^ri ft (JXa — CU dla
d I 9 dXa dig la dig Ia ^1°,
and
ci^P — Q^r dXk. _ ^p dXkdI
<3 ^k. <*X 9 Xk dXcj
Now substitute these results into (3),
dXg — c*M dXfx + la QTno dla — Xa<A M dja + c*p ^Xw + T^cXe dik. — XfcCXp dlk.
dla dX^ Xc dl9 Xa dl 9 dig IK d Iq XK dig
which reduces as follows:
d 1^ d Xg dXg
since
3 dig dig
hence, dig — ol£0.
dXa \ — <5(po — <*.

We are now in a position to form some conclusion regarding switch-
ing. For OCno -t c*po= I we note that d Xa * oo .
This then is our turn-on requirement, which as we see from Figure 1-3
is brought about by o< po and o< VNO increasing steadily as their respective
emitter currents increase.
Similarly we note that at turn-off, when current is pulled out of
the gate, c*p decreases first, then o<n decreases and from equation
(2) we see that To. ~ Ic© + Xdis ~~ ^pXg which is the very small
leakage current.
In the conducting state all three jjnctions are forward biased and
saturated with carriers. Unlike the SCR which requires an additional
incremental time to allow for the diffusion of the carriers from the
center junction after turnoff, the GTCR is completely turned off when
the carriers are removed due to the negative gate pulse. Hence the
GTCR is capable of much higher frequency operations.
It becomes apparent then that the function of the amplitude of the
gate current is to control the variables c* N and o(p . If I andCO
I,, are negligible then Xa. ^r o<e .dis & X<3 |-<*p-o^
As previously discussed for turn-on, we desire to have the gate
current such that the emitter currents will cause c*n + ca p = \
Further, for high turn-off gains we would desire (o(p t o( N )-*>|
/
cVp>OfM .
At present turn-off gains on the order of 10-20 are possible.

1.3 Gate Characteristics.
There are two means of turning on the GTCR, by exceeding the forward
breakover voltage, and by gate currents. Since switching by gate current
is the more practical means, we will examine only this method.
The Gate Turn-on and Turn-off characteristics for the Westinghouse
WX 241W GTCR are shown in Figures 1-4, 5, 6 and 7. |V) These character-
istics are considerably affected by:




(c) the temperature of the junctions
In addition the turn-off characteristics are affected by the anode
current to be turned off.




and gate current I , the variables. These curves were
g g
constructed for R, = 50 ohms and T, = 125 °C. If we start at I =1 =
1 J a g




we arrive at the turn-on point at which the curve becomes dis-
g
continuous and shifts to the curve of the applicable anode current.
Similarly, if we desire to turn the device off we can follow
the curve for the operating anode current down to the point marked turn-
off, at which we read the required turn-off gate voltage and current.
We can readily observe the effects on turn-off requirements for different
anode currents from this figure.
In Figure 1-5 are plotted the maximum gate power curves showing the
rated DC and peak gate power. To gate the device, we must operate below
these curves, and above the shaded areas which represent the turn-on and
7

turn-off boundaries. The advantage of pulse gate drive is that higher
currents and terminal voltages may be used without exceeding the power
rating of the device. This can be shown by considering the switching
efficiency:
Power out
if, A = Power in = the power gain
P
r> Power out cc . ,
and •/.,_,. = t: T i = efficiencyL switching Power out + losses
and since the pover input to the gate does not contribute power to the
load, but is all lost
. P out
power input = losses =
P
the efficiency is then
P out
l#. -,
" P out(l +1/ A )
~ l j—
^ switching P A
P
For bistable switching as we have with the GTCR, the time base of
the input differs from that of the output, thus the gain A must be
PT




= the conduction interval




n S G-TCR \ +
Ap CEJ
thus for a T- = .50 millisee and a gate pulse width of 10 A* sec we
have increased the effective gain by a factor of 500 and reduced the
amount of power to be dissipated in the device.
The variation of the turn-off gains with anode currents for two
values of junction temperature are shown in Figure 1-6. On examining
these curves, we note that the gains decrease with increasing tempera-




From Figure 1-7, we can get an idea about the order of the switch-
ing time and power controlled. For the circuit shown in the Figure we
observe that 1000 watts can be switched in 5 micro seconds with a source














Typical Gate Characteristics of the WX24IW
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Typical Turn-Off Current Gain for the WX24IW
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Typical PuJse Gate Drive Turn -Off Characteristics
of the WX24IW Turn-Off TRINISTOR Controlled Rectifier




AN ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC POWER AMPLIFIER
II. 1 Introduction.
Due to its high switching efficiency, and fast switching ability
it was felt that the gate turn-off controlled rectifier
s
GTCR 9 might
be utilized in an amplifier circuit where the preservation of wave
shape was unimportant, and the emphasis was on power amplification,,
efficiency and frequency correspondence. Accordingly
s
a basic inverter
circuit employing two (2) GTCR's and a center tapped transformer as
shown in Figure II- 1 was investigated.
In part I of the Analysis, the amplifier was used with a simple
resistive load and basic loop equations were written to solve for
amplifier and load current, output voltage, power gain and efficiency.
From these solutions an equivalent circuit was established to investi-
gate loads considered in II-2 and III-l.
In each experimental circuit the in-put or triggering pulse was
obtained from the circuit shown in Appendix I and was of 1.5 amps,
peak amplitude, and approximately 10 KX sec duration.
14

II. 2 Operation of the Ideal Circuit.



















Fig. II-l Operation of the Ideal Circuit

Assumptions: 1. Trigger pulse has no effect on load,
2. Matched components.
3. n = primary turns per loop n 8 = secondary turns
N = n/n'
,
iron core transformers k ^ 1
4. Voltage drop, V
,
across the conducting GTCR 9 £: 1 volt
5. #1 conducting, # 2 open
Loop equations
(i) E = Vo + Li dL_ - M dli - M' 4i-
d t dt d -fc
(2) E = a-2. Re + L* dirz. — MxLLi + M'cUu + JL C A. z dtdt dt dt c ^
(3) = - M'dL. + M'rUz + U diu + ^Pu
dt dt dt
where
L. = self inductance of loop 1
Ly = self inductance of loop 2
L = self inductance of secondary loop
Li
R = the load resistance
(4)






— 1 and J04L = L, CS M
therefore L, ^ L, - M ~ L? and M' « _M.
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(7) X 2 (O =
Re
now multiply (3) by N and add to 1
(i) E = Vo + L, dii.- MdA* - M'du
dt dt 3tT
Nx(3)^0 - M Ndi. + M Md^2 + NUrLL+ Ni^R.
dt dt dt
but, M'N » L, ~L^ and M L u ~ M'
(8) hence (1) + NX (3)
(9) or assuming A. .. , . — Ov
' ° magnetizing >k ~ N Cil ~ A-z)
and




N 2 R L Rc
Eu - A L R L = E -V,
N
(10) from (7) it is apparent that the maximum voltage across either
GTCR is 2E-V .
o
(11) the power in-put to the circuit is Power in =. X<Jc E
where
~X.&c. — ^dc avera Se
A.dc = e-v 4- (4E -zv^ C^ e~R-c at
N* Rl Rc'T ^
(12) for T ^> RcC






Pin E -Vo 4- CAB -ZV^ TT
/irx „ „ Power Out-put(15) Power gain = - ;— , cx ' b Power required from trigger
(16) For E - yQ » f4E - ZVo) C
N 2 RL "T





if E = 30 N/OLtS and V° — 1 VoL-t > fl ma.y — O. 9G7
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Taking the current equations
_
-fc




U = r2E-Vo) € RcC
_i
idc - x, + a.» = E -V. + C4E-ZVc) e RcC
Since E ^>\/o neglect \/
then















II-3 Analysis of the Experimental Circuit.
If we examine Figure II-4, which is the experimental setup for the
basic amplifier circuit, we note that to correctly obtain a good comparison
between calculated and observed results we must include in the calculated
results the effect of the balancing resistors R and R ' and the inductance^
L
T ,
associated with the load resistor R . We can introduce these para-











We can use the LaPlace Transform directly, for step inputs: E(sO = E
and since r\\ ~ \\Z
R, + R& 4-
z zcc s
X,Cs) =.Iz6) =-£ I
R, + Rc 5 + f
3 m
z zCTT^TrT)
and the load component reflected into the primary will be.
Iu&) = —
E
N 2 L_l 6f cs 4- R, + N*p t )
the time domain solutions for current can then be shown as:




T, = ZCC CR, + Re )
z
and the load current in the primary
JL-'C-t) =__E (i-e~^)
,
Xz = N z Lu
The current thru the conducting GTCR is the sum of /Ct_ 4- /-c
or
(zi) a,W = E_ Ci - e ^o + e €
R' + M 2 Ru R, 4- Be
z
We can get the load current by reference to the secondary
where
r-u© - u« kj
Since the output voltage ElXs^ =. I^fe) C Rl. 4 S Ll^
El.(s) - E RL ± s f
,
N Ll sfs + P. ± bOiJgi )
22

this can be simplified to
V3r=. 7—h^ ..,„ * +
R, +N 2 Ru S R, + N*RL (s + R, + N 2 R L ) Ki (s + R.+M30
Nz Lu KPT L
We can now write the time response as the inverse transform
/ R,4-N 2 R», Y ( R, + N'R,.U







II-4 Experimental Results for the Basic Power Atnphtier.


















Eu = 30 volts




Re = 3 ohms
N E Ll -2mk
R\ — Rz — 5" ohms Ru == IZOo ohms
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It was found in the laboratory that without the resistors FL and
1
R_ shown in Figure II-4, the basic circuit would not operate. Analysis
of the problem indicated that the transformer was saturating on the first
half cycle, because a residual flux raised the level into the saturated
region. Hence these resistors were needed to start the operation of the
amplifier, and then to properly balance the output during each half cycle
s
which prevented a buildup of the flux level in either direction. If we
could obtain perfectly matched components, at considerably more expense,,
it would be possible to shunt out these resistors completely after start
up.
For the parameters given, the equations for predicted currents become








the primary component of load current




0-e ZK '° ) = .783 (i - e 5/ ' 8 ) 5-m^.




i , = Xl + io = . 783 0-6 51-B ) + ISO e dmpS
the current from the source,
A6c — li + i<2
-I06 -L - IP -fc
X6c = .783 Cl -€ 5I '8 ) + 3.0 £ 6 dmps
25

the average value of source current
t
-jo\ r^->&
Idc = Uc - .783 -.783 I 6 5-'-S cK. -+ 3. \ e fo di
' o o
for T ^ 0.0005 seconds
Idc = .783 -.078 + .035 = o, 74 amperes







El = r3o)62QQ)<:i) c i - e ^~'- 8 ) + /so e 6
5 + I20Q
36
which reduces to ,
-I0\ - IQ^-L
Eu- I5S.5 0-6 5r8 ) + 180 € G Volts
Power input = J/j X 30 — ZZ'7~0 watts
Average current
Xu = Nk^ =4- C. 78 3 -.070) =.// 75" ajnps
Output Power
Poot = fJI75) 2 l200 =^ 16.57
watts
efficiency, h = tC.57 =0.7-46
Leal zz2L
In an attempt to obtain a better comparison of the predicted versus
experimental results, the equations for the current, i „ and the output
voltage, E can be solved by an analog computer. The analog circuits
used are shown in Figures II-5 and II-6. The graphic solutions as shown




Table 1 presents for comparison the observed and calculated results.















































of the observed variables shown in Figures II-9 and 11-10,





































and scaling factors °<£ — 2 ^l — .05 cYt — |0
a v - . 15 R> = R^i — I Meg-ohm
a?L =. .168 a3 - -iSi Ri = 'R3 — • 1 Megohm
0.4 — q 5 - , 167 R4 = R5 - Rf4 — I Megohm.
<3g £= Q.7 = • 5 Rg — R 7 - .25 Megohm
(
Rf4 - I Meqohm
a 8 = a<* — 1 Ra — Rc3 — R*8 —
'
) Mec, ohm
similarly the output voltage equation can be expressed as:
EJs) = ENRu 1 4 i -"- JE. [
f?, + N 2Ru R, + NJ^Ru




















Analog Solution for Predicted Response of Amplifier
Scale:
Scaling factors:
<< = ,0S amps/^^ o^ » 6> ootty
uo//
INSTRUMENTS division of clevite cori
1,
fc
Fig. II-7 v, m






For the parameters given,
and letting <X B = £ o<t — \Q















R. — Rf i = 1 KAe^-ohm
Q? - I nnicvo^&.va-d
R4 — Rf* = I Me^ -ohm
C<^ - \ micv-o ^nt a.d
Re = R 7 - R<^ - ) Me^-ohm




1 cm = .4 amps
time
Fig. II -9
Amplifier Current vs Time
1 cm = 200 aj se c/*
1 cm= 60 volts
time
Fig. 11-10
Output Voltage 2 vs Time
J-j




1 cm = 20 voltB
Fig. 11-11 time
Voltage across GTCR vs Time
1 cm — 200 JUsecr
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II-5 Discussion of Results.
In Section II-2 the basic assumptions which resulted in simplified
solutions for i and E were that the co-efficient of coupling k 9 was
1 la
essentially unity and that the magnetizing current was negligible. The
resulting equations then predicted the various wave shapes and values of
the variables of interest, namely i , and E , in terms of the applied
voltage E. Thus the voltage E could be selected to remain within the
rated voltage of the GTCRs. The predicted maximum efficiency was 96.7%
which is quite high, but if line and transformer losses are kept low it is
felt that for a resistive load the efficiency will be greater than 90%.
An important result of Section II-2 was the development of an equivalent
circuit which greatly simplified the solutions for Sections XX-3 and
later work in Chapter Three where the load became more complex.
To examine the validity of the assumptions made in Part I 9 an experi-
mental circuit was established as developed in Part II. This was the
simplest form of the power amplifier which could be constructed with the
material on hand. To more correctly compare the analytically predicted
results with the observed results, another analysis was preformed which
included the inductance inherent in the wire-wound power resistor used s
and also the effects of the trimming resistances in each leg of the pri-
mary.
m
From the tabulated results we note that the calculated magnitudes
agree very closely with the observed results, differing by less than 2% *
in each case. This deviation being well within the accuracy of the
observed measurements which were obtained from an oscilloscope. In
33

conclusion then, it appears that the basic assumptions are valid and
that the equivalent circuit is useful for varying loads. Since the
solutions for amplifier current i, , and output voltage E T satisfy the
1 L
observed amplitudes and wave shape they can be examined more closely
to see what effect the varying of the parameter L will have on circuit
operations. It can readily be shown that increasing L has little effect
on E other than flattening the overshoot, however, when L is increased
sL JL
the current i will exhibit more undershoot, as indicated by equation
(21). This is undesirable since if the undershoot drops below the rated
holding current, and pulse gate drive is being used, the device will
switch to the off position and the amplifier operations will be terminat-
ed. Thus for a fixed resistance there exists an upper limit of induct-




THE POWER AMPLIFIER WITH A TRANSDUCER LOAD
III.l Introduction.
Now that we have developed an equivalent circuit and shown that it
will predict results which agree with observed results let us examine
analytically and experimental ly 9 amplifier performance when the complex
load becomes a transducer.
Figure III-l shows the equivalent load seen by the amplifier^ where
R and C are the transducer equivalent and L is a tuning coil in series
Li JL
with the load.
In electrical terms a basic loading problem inherent with the trans-
ducer, is a coupling effect which causes the capacitance,, C 9 in the equi-
valent circuit to vary. Thus the amplifier in meeting the operational
requirements beiow
s
must do so for a range of possible capacitance*, C.
1. While the output voltage wave shape may be distorted s the
amplifier must maintain frequency correspondence with the
input signal,
2. The amplitude of the output voltage should remain nearly
constant through the range of C employed.
3. High power gains at efficiencies on the order ofc 607, or
greater are demanded.
There are several general forms of equivalent circuits for trans-
ducers which depend primarily on transducer construction and the f-
quencies to be employed. For our study let us consider a circuit whose








Since impedances are easily scaled in both magnitude and frequency so




load simulated in the laboratory and used for our analytical results was
based on values of R
, L and C available. The objective then was to show
JL Li
the transient behavior when first L and R are kept constant while C varies
L L r
then keeping R and C constant the tuning coil was varied to note the damp-
ing effects, if any, introduced in the circuit.
It is important that we have some indices which reflect the relative
bearing of the three parameters in order to investigate possible transient
behavior. If we examine Figure III-l we note that,
"ZUs) = 5Ll+ Rl
9 R»_C s 4- I
which simplified is:
. ' / I
"ZLufei = 1 ( ^ +' ( F?, C ) S + LuC )
RlLlC V RiXs + I J
36

The numerator of this expression will occur in both the current and
output voltage equations, and will in fact become the characteristic
equation which will govern the response. Hence, this equation, of second





Thus the parameters can be changed into £ and Udv\ \ indices
for comparison with other possible parametric values. Additionally,
since considerable analytical information has been gathered and evaluated
on the transient response to step inputs for second order systems we can
easily obtain information such as overshoot and rise time for given values
of F and uOn . Figures 111-17 and 111-18 for example can be used in





III. 2 Analysis of Transducer Loading,
In this analysis, let us first derive the equations for i
;1
the
current through the conducting GTCR 9 and the output voltage s E . The
equation for E_ along with data on input power would then provide the
L
necessary information regarding' amplifier performance 9 and could also
be reflected to the primary so that we can insure that 2E (primary)
Li}
does not exceed the rated GTCR voltage. The resulting equation for 1
would then tell us whether or not we exceed rated current and also
indicate when the limits of pulse gate drive would be exceeded.
To obtain the desired solutions for i ' and E, we substitute the
1 L
load circuit into the equivalent circuit developed in Chapter Two.



















Solutions for i. , the current through the conducting GTCR S and
E
1
the output voltage can be written directly in Laplace Transforms,
where





Ic Cs) =n JE_ ZCcS
S RcCc S + I
•c
Nl 2- s(Rl.CLlS1+Ls +RJ) RcCcS + I
and
__ _
N s^RcCL^S2 -4- LuS + Rv.)
The transient behavior of i
1
and E. is of considerable importance
in devising protective schemes for the circuit. A readily apparent pro-
blem is that of overshoots of both current and applied voltage which
could destroy the GTCR's, or at least change their characteristics
s
if
rated surge values are approached or exceeded. Another transient aspect
that must be considered however, is the minimum value of current, i-
,
1
attained during undershoot. Since pulse type triggering of about 10 KX-
sec duration will probably be employed, so that maximum current can be
controlled, the current through the device must never be allowed to drop
below the rated holding current. Should this occur the device will be
switched to the high resistance portion of its operating curve, and power
to the load will be interrupted. Interruptions of this sort are harmful
if they also bring about transformer saturation on the following half
cycle. Transformer saturation is very harmful for this circuit since in
the on condition the primary circuit contains virtually no impedance.
39

and large currents will flow in the primary until protective devices
operate.
Now that expressions for both i and E are aval lab ie 9 perhaps
i L
the best and quickest means of observing the transients would be to
simulate the current and output voltage transfer functions on the analog
computer. We could then observe the response to a step input of E volts
with IL fixed and the parameters L and C being varied.
To simplify the analog solution for i„
s
rearrange the equation so
1
that;
X.(s] = E Ru ^ ERuCs Rl. S_ ZC^S
RuN ,'s(RXLi.s z +LuS +- Rj Ru ^sO?,CLlS^Us + fO s CRaQsil)
let, I,(s) = X/(s) -+I,"(s) +Ic(S)
T,'(s) = _E_ gL
and N^Ru 5(I?lCLs
24lTTRlT
T!'(s) = £ R.Cs Em - = RuCsi;(5)
N z Ru s(Rueusl + l^S + RO
Xc(s) = -E ^ c^
S CRcCcS"*-!)
The analog circuit for the solution of i is shown in Figure IIl-3o
(See Appendix II for the details of scaling)
Next write the equation for output voltage:
N sCRuCL-s^ + LlS + Ru")
which in transfer function form is
E/N ^XLuS^ + Us + Ru.






where po = ft, / U
S( RJ15-M")
which becomes the open loop transfer function in the feedback analog






III. 3 Discussion of Analytical Results.
Figures XXI-5 through 1X1=11 show the analytical results for IL
and L fixed and C varying. We note that the range of parameters used
L
covers the range of ^ = .95 to ^ = .302. Both current and voltage
wave shapes followed the expected pattern
s
being damped heavily near
p = .95 and growing oscillatory as C was increased. At F 's near 0.3
we can see that the system has grown quite oscillatory , and that our
voltage overshoot is now greater than 30% 9 and our current undershoot
is very pronounced. Hence were our parameters to vary in this manner,
we could safely predict that for this range the current i remains above
50 milliampereSs, the approximate holding current
s
and that the overshoot
of output voltage will not exceed 36%.
The parameters below and scaling factors apply to Figures IXX-5
through IXX-11.
Rl_ = 1440 ohms
Li_ — - 016 henries
for current curves;
o(t, = q X \0
4




C * 0.0021 /•f 1
= 0.95
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Figures 111-12 through III- 16 show what happens to the response
when inductance is added, Additional inductance acts to dampen out
the oscillations,, however^ there are limits to the amount of damping to
be added, as is indicated by the slight lag in evidence in the current
i shown in Figure 111-16. As more inductance is added we will be once
more in danger of dropping below the rated holding current for the GTCR
with possible transformer saturation on the next half cycle,,
The fixed parameters and scaling factors for Figures III- 12 througt
111-16 are:
R u = 144 ohms
C = O..oo(oiz micro -fayd-ds
OcC — O. 0?l5
c* E = 6
52
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III. 4 Experimental Results.
We can visually compare the predicted results with the observed
values shown in Figures III- 19 through 111-25 and note about 1 to 6?.
deviation. Table A=l portrays the tabulated experimental results and








.0021 .95 1.008 1.064 5.27
.0042 .678 1.054 1.110 5.05
.00612 .562 1.120 1.136 1.41
.0082 .485 1.170 1.160 0.86
.0110 ,418 1.230 1.195 2.93
.0160 .347 1,310 1.234 6.15
.0212 .302 1.360 1.272 6.90
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1 cm = 80 volts
Fig. I II -19
time
1 cm - 40 >wsecA
Output Voltage E vs Time




1 cm = 80 volts
Fig. 111-20
Output Voltage EL vs Time
C r .0042 u farads
time





1 cm ~ 80 volts
Fig. 111-21
Output Voltage EL vs Time
C = .00612 u farads
time




1 cm — 80 volts
time
1 cm zz 40 usee
Fig. Ill -22
Output Voltage EL vs Time







1 cm = 80 volts
tim«
1 cm= 40 /Usee
Fig. 111-23 r
Output Voltage E vs Time
C ~ .011 JUfaradsr
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1 cm rz 80 volts
time
1 cm ~ 40 LI sec
Fig. 111-24
/"
Output Voltage E vs Time
C — .016 jX farads
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1 cm z 80 volta
Fig. 111-25
Output Voltage E vs Time
C r .021 yUfarads
time
1 cm —40 Useer
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III. 5 Conclusions Based on Experimental Results.
The basic reason for the observed deviation from predicted results is
that the desired load could not be simulated with oui laboratory components.
The actual transfer functions were of third order rather than se :ond order
due to the inductance associated with the wire wound resistor used. Our
actual load was really
s
ZJs'l =5L+ Rl+ sLr
S*LrC + Rl_Cs + I
L. ~s(s z + s& { /\* -4- i/l ttC. ) + s/lX + R^LrLuC
where L = the inductance due to the resistor.
R
The transfer function for output voltage was really;
Ei (si - Ru + sU
EVN sLlCs^rC + Rl-Cs 4 1) + sLk + RL
The system characteristic equation is then
s
3
4- R^s2 + ( _L_ 4- _!_ ^ S
Letting
Lr V Li LlX / LrL.C
UC L L Ci UUC
y ($} = 5-4- Kl 5
we can examine the effects of varying C by plotting x, - ) on a
root locus plot and observing the movement of the roots
„
X(S) _ ' ( Lr + Lu ) s + I
y(5) — L R C
S 2- ( Lr? S -+-
68












For the range of capacitance used in the laboratory 9 performance was
approximately in the range shown by the dotted lines on the sketch.
69

In addition to the data tabulated
s
a dual beam oscilloscope was
used to verify frequency correspondence. It was found that the lead-
ing edge of each pulse could be aligned with the zero crossings of the
output voltage wave shape
s
hence frequency was preserved.
We can see now by examining both the analytical and observed
results that for the rangeF = .95 to "F = .302 the frequency has been
preserved 8 the amplitude of the output voltage has deviated from the
average half cycle value by at most 36%
s
and that efficiencies on the
order of 85% at power gains of about 1000 are possible.
We could now predict that for this GTCR S rated at 400 volts and
2 ampereSj we could
s
with a proper output transformers, operate safely
at 200 watts output power with a power gain of 1000. The output trans-
former must be designed so that the reflected resistance allows rated
current at the desired supply voltage, without saturating. Also,, a
resistor should be inserted during at least the first half cycle in
series with the power supply to prevent the transformer from saturat-
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The Shockley diode is a four layer, Silicon, two terminal switch.
The Voltage -Current characteristic curve for this p-n-p-n device shows
two stable states
s
a high impedance state, Region I
s
and a low impedance
state Region III. To turn the device on the voltage across the terminals
must exceed the switching voltage ,Vs„ Turn-off is accomplished by reducing
the current through the device below the rated holding current,, The V-
1
curve and other diode characteristics are shown in Figure A- I.
For the triggering circuit, a Shockley diode with a a\ rag volt"
age of 30 volts was used with the following effects on triggering opera-
tions?
1. Pulse Interval T
72

Charaotcc-lstlo V-l Curve Terms and Symbols
Vs Switching Voltage
ls Switching Current
ln Holding Current (or Sustaining Current)
Vh Holding Voltage
Ron "On" resistance (the slope of the V-l
curve measured at currents>lh)
Ilk .'Leakage Current
Vrb Reverse Breakover (Avalanche) Voltage
This is a diagram of the construction
of the Shockley 4-layer diode. Produced
from single-crystal silicon, the four
layers are obtained by the controlled
diffusion of suitable impurities.
The symbol for the Shockley 4-layer
diode is a modified "4"; the slant
line of the "4" indicates the forward
direction of current passing through the
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Switching Current (lt): <125/*a
Holding Voltage (Vh): 0.5 to 1.2 volts
Current Carrying Capacity: 50 ma steady dc Maximum peak current rating 2
amperes-dependent on duty factor, repetition rate, pulse duration and
ambient temperature.
Turn-On Time: 0.1 us (circuit will determine exact switching time)
Turn-Off Time: 0.2 ms (circuit will determine exact switching time)
Leakage Current (lid): <15 m (measured at .75 Vs )
Dynamic Resistance On (R n) : < 2 ohms at 'h + 25 ma
and <0.3 ohm at 2 amperes
Capacitance: <100 pf (Exact value depends on Vs and applied voltage)
Ambient Temperature Operating Range: —40* to 65*C
Reverse Breakover (Avalanche) Voltage (V
r b)-" >60% of nominal
switching voltage (Vs)- Voltages applied in the reverse direction
in excess of Vro may causa damage to the device.




We can calculate T by determining the time required to charge the
capacitor to 30 volts. The expression for the voltage across the capa-
citor is
Vc = Es ( I - € RC )
for Es = 100 volts, C = . 1 ju f and at time t = T s




-k, - RC U ( Vc _ ») - .1 R l^(jogj) - ,o3 58R yUszc
2. Pulse height Ip
Ip - Vs/Rc - 30/20 = 1,5 amps
3. Pulse width t
w
The pulse width is the time required for the current to
decay below the rated holding current of approximately 45 ma.
Current decay can be expressed by s
_
-t/RcC
I = Ip e
which for the parameters used is
_ -{-
-tv- = Z.o x icT




ANALOG SOLUTION FOR AMPLIFIER CURRENT
The expression for amplifier current is
s
X.fs) = _E_ Ru . ERSs Rl +'L£U -1
N ZR. sCRXUs^+LuS 4 Rj . N l Ru^CRuCLu^Us^RJ s 0^> +
using the variables as shown on the analog circuit diagram Figure A-2,
the scaling equations become: L.CA, r — rip) t
a, = I
R z = R3— Rp = 1 Megohm
az = Q3 = I
*f La. (RCs + O ' N ZU Ll
Lv_ = .016=. hevnv\es






In Tabular Fora Eh& for EL and L fixed and C variable.\
C MS ah cu/"f &*-+ M" Ri Qa
,0021 .919 1 .25 .25 ,919
. 0042 ,46 1 .25 .25 .46
,00612 ,315 1 .25 ,25 ,315
,0082 ,94 1 1 1 . 94
oOll .702 1 i I ,702
.016 » 483 1 1 1 . *83









C95 = 1 /J f
°U* = RLC Q^ — \
N*Lt_
R 7 - Rf ?
Eo = o^. Ex -J







as = £*q = -G 17
Xc = ©&. ZR.-K1* Ea. 2<m* ZH _^ E





R 9lo = 1 M -"- Rio = R„ = .25 M-"-

«±L I,' + «±L X" + o&>%
c\
ox,
—o(: ' —o( i =
*., of;/C, ^Xi
'a, vc, ^c N*R.
a, 3




^ov R, I M-^-
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The only modifications to the above occur d in o(
, =. Ru


























ANALOG SOLUTION FOR OtTIPUT VOLTAGE
Next write the equation for output voltage
which in transfer function form is;
E, = RL
%/H R,_CLlS z ^Ll S •+ R L
For analog simulation consider then that
RL = Fo
RLCUS2 + LuS + R L / + F5
where CT
____• RL/Ll. which becomes
sfRuCS+O
the open loop transfer function in the feedback analog circuit shown
in Fig. A-3o The analog expressions are then;
E = o<a_ ioo a, =. .3 R, = R9, = \ N\-*-
N ^e
£ — _^E E — ^£t El ©<« — <*£ = (P{Eu - 6
C*fc M <**-
a* - a3 = 1 R^ = R3 = Rfa. = 1 m^
^£ F Rl/Ll
c^eu Ri_Cs-M
0^ = 6 Ru = 54 x 104
Ll

















First let R - 1440 Si and Li_ = .016 h remain fixed and vary










.0042 1 1 1 .3015 .3015
.00612 1 I 1 .210 .210
.0082 1 1 i .157 .157
.011 1 1 1 oil! .117
.016 1 i 1 .0804 .0804









Now keep R «= 1440-12.' C * ,00612 yO 9








„^625 .2625 43.2 X 10
3/2




.42 .42 2? X 10
4
6 L, .315 .315 9 X 10









Power amplification with gate turn-off
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